Limiting dilution (LD) ~ analysis is one widely used way to analyze properties of lymphocytes at the clonai level (1). Many previous experiments have primarily studied LD systems that provided single hit results and, therefore, could be interpreted using the O-term of the Poisson distribution (reviewed in references 1, 2). The purpose of such experiments was exclusively the determination of precursor frequencies for various effector lymphocytes.
respect to effector precursor frequencies but also with respect to suppressor precursor frequencies and with respect to a possible mechanism of immune regulation. In this paper we refer to the various effector T cell precursors as TE, Tw, etc, to the suppressor T cell precursors as Ts, and to the variable number of all limiting cells as N. The frequencies of TE cells are referred to as 4~r, q~r., etc. so that each T~ has a mean multiplicity ofuE ----4~E'N. The results of the experiments are represented as the number of nonresponding cultures Fo as a function of N, Fo(N) or, more often, log Fo(N).
Rationale of the Approach
In the simplest case, log Fo(N) is represented as a straight line and log F0(0) = 0. This result is commonly explained by a single hit model which proposes that only one type of TE is limiting the response. In this case, Fo(N) is the probability that an event with the multiplicity u~ --4~E-N fails to occur in N trials. According to Poisson, this probability is described by Fo(N) = e -wE, or log Fo(N) ---4)r.N. Therefore, the slope of log Fo(N) is equal to -q~E.
While this is generally accepted as a correct interpretation of this type of result, we like to point out that the single hit model is merely a model that was identified among other possible ones to provide a senseful and simple interpretation for straight log F0(N). With this reasoning we now attempt to identify models that provide equally senseful and simple interpretations for the nonstraight log F0(N) we observe in our experiments.
The Typical Result In this paper we concern ourselves with LD data to which, according to the various regression line analyses described (12, 13) , single straight lines cannot be fitted. Such data do not, however, deviate from linearity in a random way or in many different ways, but usually show the distinct characteristic arrangement of data points of the example shown in Fig. 1 . As the cell number is increased, a seemingly linear curve with a negative slope is followed by a sharp kink and a positive slope, then again by a second seemingly linear negative slope. In this experiment, but not always, a second kink and a third negative slope follow. This type of result has been observed for a considerable number of different helper T cell and cytotoxic T cell precursors analyzed (summarized in reference 3).
We can demonstrate linearity for the negative slopes by regression line analyses (Table I and define frequencies ~E, ~E" from the negative slopes.
A survey of many experiments revealed that the kinks frequently occur at values in the order ofF0 = 0.37 (F0 = 0.37 if ~bE.N = 1). This is true for a wide range of ~bE values observed (1/50-1/10,000). We therefore introduce as a new variable (instead of N) the mean multiplicity uE = ~bE.N, uE' = ~bE,.N... of each TE population and conclude that the kinks occur at multiplicities in the order of uE = 1. Thus, the position of the kink is dependent on the actual TE multiplicities and independent of the cell concentrations in cultures. This argues for a biological mechanism and against tissue culture artefacts introduced by variations in cell densities. We thus assume, as do others (9, 10, 14) , that a kink is caused by the influence of suppressor cells.
Models for Suppression
Because of the observed "universality" of the "typical result" not only with respect to the analyzed T cell functions and specificities but also with respect to their variable frequencies, we attempt to identify models for suppressor cell function whose mathematical analysis allows reproduction of actual experimental data. From our experimental protocol we conclude that suppression must be caused by T cells that are titrated together with the T~ populations. This conclusion is the basis for all models.
We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the experimental data are not influenced by unequal proliferation of different cell types. We further assume, for all models, that Ts and T~ are distributed independently of each other in a Poissonian fashion. Accordingly, the probability P~ to find exactlyj Tr that have a mean multiplicity of u = 4~E-N, is described by the equation:
Similarly, for Ts with a mean multiplicity of v = ~bs.N, the probability P2 to find i Ts is:
If the ratio ~s/~E of the frequencies is denoted by R, v is given by v = R.u. Initially, we restrict the analysis to one pair of TE and Ts and, accordingly, one kink.
Model 1: One Ts or Its Progeny is Sufficient to Suppress a Culture Well Independent of the ?Cumber of TE.
Such a model has only one variable parameter R = ~s/~E. The value for Fo(u) is given by the probability e -u to find no TE plus the probability to find any number of TE together with at least one Ts. Thus, the probability Fo(u) to find a negative well is described by the equation:
As demonstrated before by Hoffmann (15) , and as shown in Fig. 2 , no variation for R allows the reproduction of a kink as in Fig. 1 . Therefore, all variations of this model as well as all models that assume a Ts frequency smaller than the TE frequency have to be discarded. We like to point out that this model was initially put forward by us to interpret our data intuitively (4). in the culture (i.e. filler cells) necessary for survival, proliferation, and/or maturation of TE. Although it is possible that Ts act on B cells, it is unattractive to assume that Ts act on target cells for cytotoxic T iymphocytes (CTL). The only common mechanism to explain the similar helper T lymphocyte (HTL) and CTL results in this model would therefore be a neutralization of essential culture constituents such as TCGF by Ts. Such a model has two variable parameters: R = 4~s/4~E and the number A of Ts necessary to suppress a culture. As the target component for Ts is constant, A is invariant within one experiment. The corresponding formula is derived by adding the probability e -" to find no TE to the probability to find any number of TE together with at least ATs, that is:
As can be seen in Fig. 3 , such a model can be used to reproduce experimental data, i.e. from an analysis of T helper cells reactive to sheep erythrocytes (SRBC) (6) assuming high numbers for both R and A.
Models of this sort are not attractive from a biological viewpoint, however. The difficulty arises in attempts to explain the occurrence of second TE, populations that must be insensitive to the Ts population. If cell numbers are reached that contain sufficient Ts for inactivation of an essential culture component, no response should be possible at further increase of cell numbers. This is not a formal exclusion of model 2, however, because second TE, populations may require smaller concentrations of such culture components, i.e. TCGF.
Model 3: Ts or Their Progeny Suppress T~ Precursors. These models assume that the TE precursors themselves are the targets of Ts. Model 1 is the simplest version of this model and has been eliminated. A second version is that a given fixed number a of Ts is required to inactivate each TE. This model has two variable parameters: R = 4~s/4~r and a. In contrast to model 2, the number A of Ts required to suppress a culture well is not invariant but increases proportional to the number j of TE: A = a.j. The probability Fo(u) of finding a negative well in this model is described by the equation:
As shown in Fig. 4 , no choice of parameters in this version of model 3 allows satisfactory reproduction of experimental data. This is not immediately obvious when a is chosen considerably greater than R. (Fig. 4b) . The biphasic curve produced, however, only superficially resembles our experimental data. Therefore, we have examined a third version of model 3 in which the number a of Ts required to inactivate 1 TE is variable within one experiment and depends on the total number j of TE in a culture well. This model also has two variable parameters: R ---~s/q~E and A(/'), the number of Ts required to suppress j TE. Among the various possibilities for A(j) only those make biological sense that are monotonously increasing and interpolate between A -constant (as in model 2) and A(j) = a .j (as in model 3, second version). It makes sense to assume such a dependence for A (j) particularly if the conditions of tissue culture are considered. At low cell concentrations, relevant suppressive interactions between Ts and TE may have a lower probability and may therefore require greater numbers of Ts than at high cell concentrations.
If A(/') is the number of Ts required to suppress jTE, the probability Fo( The vertical dashed line gives u = 1, the horizontal dashed line log F0 = log 0.37. Remarkably, a kink is produced without a second TE population when a :~ R (frame b). However, its shape is unlike that observed in most experiments.
finding a negative culture in this version of model 3 is described by the equation: where A(0) = O. This equation is the most universal and can be used to calculate all models described in this paper as well as other models on TE/Ts interactions. Thus, Eq. 3 can be derived from Eq. 4 by setting A(j) = a .j. Eq. 2 can be derived from Eq. 4 by setting A(j) = A = constant forj > 0 and A(0) = 0. Eq. 1 can be derived by setting A(j) -1. In general terms, Eq. 4 means that negative wells are produced in all cases in which either the number j of TE is 0, orj is >0 but the number i of Ts is ~A(/) and therefore sufficient to suppress j TE. In contrast, a positive culture is produced ifj is >0 and i <A(j).
Eq. 4 can be derived by a detailed argument that parallels the derivation of the Poisson distribution as the limit of binomial distributions (16) .
Application of Model 3 to Experimental Data.
We now search for choices of the two parameters R = 4~s/4~ and A(j) with which experimental curves can be reproduced. Since we have excluded model 1, in which A(j) = 1, we can also exclude R < 1 for all choices of A(j). Thus, the frequency of Ts must in any case be greater than the frequency of TE(R > I).
Since the first kink occurs usually at u~ ~> 1, we have to postulate that for uj.-< 1 the major part of the Ts distribution must lie at numbers lower than A(~) and therefore be less than sufficient for suppression. For u < 1 this applies to j = 0, j = 1. Thus, the probability of finding a suppressed well at cell numbers smaller than u is low and, therefore, F0 is influenced primarily by the probability of finding no TE. Thus, log F0 of the initial slope is linear as in a single hit model (see above). The distribution of the Ts population at u < 1 is schematically indicated in Fig. 5 a, which shows that although the mean multiplicity v of Ts is several times greater than the mean multiplicity u of TE, the main part of Ts is distributed below a given value for A(j) and therefore does not contribute to suppression. The kink is usually reached when u -> 1. Thus, with increasing cell numbers, the major part of the Ts distribution must be shifted to numbers >A(j), as illustrated in Fig. 5 b. Hence, A(j') increases less than proportional to N and we conclude a general shape for A(j) as illustrated in Fig. 5c . R.j indicates the increasing numbers of Ts/culture. The j value of the intercept between A(j) and R.j indicates the point u = Q) at which the number of Ts becomes sufficient for suppression.
The angle of the intercept between A(j) and R.j determines the rate at which F0 approaches 1 and, therefore, the shape of the positive slope of the kink. To obtain the result in Fig. 6 , we therefore examined a number of different functions for A(j) that provide shapes similar to that in Fig. 5c . As can be seen from Fig.  6 a and b, we can find functions for A(]') that, in combination with the appropriate choice of R, provide a satisfactory reproduction of experimental data. We like to point out that a value of around 20 for R is not unique to this experiment but has been found for several T cell types, including cytotoxic T cells reactive to TNP and helper T cells reactive to Streptococcus A and to SRBC. The examples in Fig. 6c and d show that even small variations of >30% in either R or A(j) lead to pronounced changes in the shape of the curves. We have also excluded that variation in one parameter can be compensated by variation of the other. Hence, only one choice for each parameter can reproduce the experimental data.
We like to point out that the complete function A(x) as a polynomial A(x) = Y~, P=0 aix ~, or as a Taylor expansion cannot be determined by the analysis of F0 alone, particularly with only a finite number of culture wells per cell number. In the range where R .j >> A(j'), i.e. in the range of full suppression, F0 is equal to 1 regardless of A(/') being constant or slightly increasing. There clearly exist several possible functions that can reproduce the data in the range of cell concentrations in which R.j intercepts A(j). Exact information on A(I" ) could presumably be obtained by the analysis of all F values, i.e. the fraction of responders with 1, 2, 3 .... n number of clones. Since the function for A(/') is presumably strongly influenced by the conditions of tissue culture, we think that its exact definition is not of outstanding interest.
Extension of Model 3 to More Than One Pair of TE/Ts. As stated above (Fig. 1) , the typical result to be interpreted shows a second negative slope after the kink and, sometimes, a third negative slope after a second kink when cell numbers are further increased. For the second slope, we assume an additional TE, population that is sensitive to Ts and that has a mean multiplicity u' = 4~E,.N. The second slope is then described by the probability q~E"N to find no TE,. The following equation applies to the extended model:
Fo(TE, Ts, TE,) = Fo(TE, Ts).e -~r''~v or log Fo(u, u') = log Fo(u) -¢aE"N.
Hence, -4~E"N is a straight line that has to be added to the TE/Ts term of log F0. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7 , which shows a reproduction of the first and second kink of Fig. 1 by a summation of their F0 values. Above a given N, log F0 (Tr/Ts) becomes 1 and, therefore, the curve for TE, and putative Ts,, TE", etc. can be calculated irrespective of and analogous to Tr/Ts. The difference to model 3 is only that the first slope has to be taken as the sum of the first and all other frequencies q~r + 4~r' + q~E" • .... 
Conclusions
In this report we have analyzed results from LD experiments in mathematical terms. We could show that the typical shape of the LD results of polyclonally activated T cells can be reproduced by assuming independent pairs of populations of effector and suppressor cells. Suppressive interactions occur within one pair but not between pairs.
We have tried a number of models for suppressor cell function. Among them, two models can serve to reproduce experimental data. In one of them (model 2), an essential culture component such as TCGF is assumed to be the target of suppression. In the other (model 3, third version), T effector cell precursors are identified as the targets of suppression. We like to point out that neither model makes predictions about the mode of suppression (idiotypic, antigen-specific, factor-mediated, etc.). In our opinion, the latter makes more sense because suppression is restricted to TE within one of several paired TE/Ts populations. In any case and within both possible models, the parameters that can serve to reproduce experimental data are very similar. We therefore restrict the discussion to model 3, third version.
Within this model, only a narrow choice of parameters can serve to fit experimental data. Thus, suppressor cell frequencies must be "~20-fold greater than effector cell frequencies. In addition, there is a rather large number of Ts required for suppression of 1 TE. This number, however, can not be definitively determined because there appear to be variations with cell densities and, presumably, also with the conditions of tissue culture. The lower the T cell density, the larger the number of Ts required for suppression of 1 TE. This phenomenon is the reason why the dilution of cells allows the expression of effector functions that are suppressed at high cell densities.
We have previously determined the frequencies of many TE tO be in the order of 1/200 (3), in some cases >1/50 (6). If our model were correct, Ts frequencies may therefore exceed 1/10 to 1/2.5. These results raise the question of T cell specificity even stronger than the high frequencies of many effector T cells.
Moreover, these results may add further restraints to network (17) or circuit (18) theories on immune regulation.
Summary
Limiting dilution (LD) analyses of polyclonally activated T cells yielded results suggesting the existence of multiple paired populations ofeffector and suppressor precursors for a number of different T cell functions and specificities analyzed. These populations occur at graded frequencies and suppression occurs within a pair but not between pairs. In this paper, we establish the mathematical basis for the interpretation of these multi-component limiting dilution results. First, we derive equations for a number of mathematical models and identify one model that both makes biological sense and can be used to reproduce experimental data. Second, within this model, we identify parameters such as the frequency of suppressive cells and the number of suppressive cells required for suppression. The results suggest that within each paired population, suppressor precursors are 20 times more frequent than effector precursors. Furthermore, a similar but variable excess of suppressor cells is required for suppression to become effective. Together with the high frequency (1/50-1/500) of most effector T cell precursors previously reported, the results suggest that up to 40% of the T cells can become involved in suppression of an antigen-specific effector T cell population. These studies may provide exact estimates for predictions to be tested in experiments on immune regulation.
